Temporal masking curves for hearing-impaired listeners.
The decay of forward masking was investigated for three subjects with moderate sensorineural hearing loss. For such subjects, compression on the basilar membrane (BM) is thought to be largely absent, enabling one to determine the decay of masking without the influence of compression. Temporal masking curves (TMCs), plots of the masker level at threshold against delay between masker offset and signal onset, were measured for delays of 0, 15, 30, 45, 60, and 75 ms, for signal frequencies, fs, of 500, 1000, 2000, 4000, and 6000 Hz. Masker frequencies were 0.5, 0.8, 1.0, 1.15, and 1.3 times fs. Most of the TMCs were well fitted with single-segment straight lines, which, except for high masker levels, were roughly parallel for each fs, supporting the belief that BM compression was largely absent in these subjects. However, the slopes of the TMCs were greater for fs = 500 and 1000 Hz than for higher frequencies, which may indicate that the decay of forward masking is not the same for all signal frequencies. The results suggest that it may not be valid to infer BM compression at low signal frequencies by using a reference TMC for a high fs.